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Mr. Harmon Cohen, I am hoping that you have been followed the interview of 
Ambassador Donald Yamamoto with the EPRDF sympathizer website calling 
itself “Ethiopia First”, Not surprising, that, the Ambassador’s response to all the 
questions forwarded to him regarding the current Ethiopian situation was simply a 
doses of habitual propaganda that was going on for century as the policy of the 
USA applied everywhere where tyrants got first respect before human rights 
(Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Egypt, Ethiopia….) 
 
Mr. Cohen, Yamamoto’s answers were false, intentionally distorted answers. 
Having said this, though all diplomats distorted facts to benefit their country’s 
interest, in that respect, Mr. Yamamoto is way far stranger than other pro Meles 
Zenawi US Diplomats (though we had one similar before him). Assessing his 
confirmation of how Ethiopia is speeding faster and better towards democracy, 
justice, human rights and economic development and job creation and what have 
you and what not… I say, he is a good bridge to the broken soul of Meles’z 
government than the government cadre themselves beautify Meles’s regime to the 
world.  
 
This is absolutely ridiculous. The Ambassador should have known better that 
liberty, justice, and human rights in Ethiopia are worst ever. And no matter what 
his mission as employee of the government of the United States is assigned him to 
do such, it is after all “human decency”, that god gave each of us and the 
Ambassador to stand for truth and justice where ever justice is violated. I have not 
heard such from the Ambassador. Each of us, no matter what we do in life, the 
love for humanity and dignity to the people of any nation should be offered by 
each of us for the sake of the rule of the god of the universe who is the supreme 
ruler than the earth rulers. 
 
 One day, sooner or later in our life, we will leave this earth. When we leave this 
planet earth, our prestige on earth remains behind. What will follow us are our 
deeds, decency and humanity so us we judged by them. No one, but, God is the 
sole giver of liberty. When the creator gave us life, with it, he dressed us with 
liberty. But those liberty are taken and stripped by tyrants of the planet earth that 
are ruling by force, lies and fraud, Mr. Yamamoto: to begin with therefore, 
Ethiopian people had their virgin liberty when they got their life from their 
creator. Meles can’t give liberty creating democracy, it doesn’t matter how long it 
take to be created as you blatantly misinformed the world, Liberty and human 
dignity was there with them when they were created. Unfortunately, Meles and 
his gangs strip the people’s liberty in a very stunning sad and worst way ever.  
 



I wonder what tall officials and rulers of this earth pray when before they go to 
bed? How comfort they go deep sleep in their soul after approving injustices and 
abusing the truth all day long?  Dear Ambassador Yamamoto:- What is expected 
from you is one thing, only one thing- and that is to “not” protect the “liberty and 
pushing it back further”  from “coming out”  when it is trying to break its chain 
to be free from the tyrant’s captivity. 
 
No matter, what development and number of university are opened, freeway, 
airport, industry, technology, internet cafés and internet highways stretched all 
over: - all those are nothing to the Ethiopian people, not even to the American 
people, as long as basic liberty are taken away by tyrants. What light is to the eye-
what air is to the lungs-what love is to the heart, liberty is to the soul of man 
(Patrick Henry, speech, March, 1775). 
 
At the end, after all, there were skillful Diplomats before you who meddled in the 
affairs of Ethiopia in 1991. They all regret to support Meles Zenawi, and it will 
not be far that you too will be heard on CNN and VOA addressing your regret for 
supporting Zenawi as others did it before you. But, be as it might, after all, what 
will regret help the people after damage done?  
–Ethiopia will prevail -/-                   


